
 

 

        IN THE COURT OF THE SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE,SONITPUR AT 

TEZPUR 

 

                                                   C.R Case No. 533/12 

                                         U/s. 7 of Essential Commodity Act, 1955 

 

                                                     STATE OF ASSAM   

            VS  

                                                       Sri Sankar Sah 

 

                                                                                                ... Accused  

 
 PRESENT:  Sri Sumit Bhuyan, A.J.S. 

 Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate (S), Sonitpur, Tezpur. 

 
 For the Prosecution: Sri R. Goswami, Learned APP. 

 For the Defence: Sri S.K Roy. 

 Evidence recorded on: 28.11.2013,29.01.2015 

 Argument heard on: 26.03.2018 

 Judgment delivered on: 09.04.2018 

 

                                            JUDGMENT 

 

1.      The prosecution case was initiated on receipt of a complaint filed by Shri Jayanta Bhuyan, 

Inspector of Food And Civil Supply And Consumer Affairs, Tezpur which was  duly forwarded by 

the Deputy Commissioner, Sonitpur, Tezpur (Food And Civil Supply Branch) alleging therein that 

on 06.08.12, he along with  Shri Rajeev Prakash Baruah, Additional District Magistrate and 

Additional Deputy Commissioner, Tezpur and Shri Dayal Talukdar, S.I, Food And Civil Supply 

And Consumer Affair, Tezpur made a surprise raid at M/S Chitralekha canteen situated at 

Thakurbari beside NH 52, at about 7.05 P.M and found one domestic cylinder fitted with 

domestic pressure regulator and a rubber tube connected with a double burner stove was 

being used for cooking food items for selling at canteen instead of commercial LPG cylinder. In 

this regard a written statement was recorded from the manager, Shri Sankar Sah. Thus, 

Sankar Sah was found violating the provision of Clause 3(1)(c) of The Liquified Petroleum Gas 



 

 

(Regulation Of Supply And Distribution) Order, 2000 and according  to his satisfaction, he 

seized one domestic LPG cylinder containing net 12 Kg, one domestic pressure regulator,  one 

rubber tube and one double burner stove from the possession  of Sankar Sah in presence of 

witnesses and handed over the zimma to Shri Krishna Kumar, Manager  of M/S Dhekiajuli, 

Indane Agency, after execution of proper zimmanama.   Hence this case. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

2.  On receipt of aforesaid complaint, the case was registered and summons was issued to the 

accused Sankar Sah  and accordingly on receipt of summons, the accused  appeared before 

the court and copies of all relevant documents were furnished to him as per requirements of 

law. Upon hearing Learned Counsels for both parties and on perusal of case record, having 

found prima facie material for violation of clause 3(1)(c) of Liquified Petroleum Gas (Regulation 

of Supply and Distribution) Order, 2000 which is punishable  U/S 7 of Essential Commodity Act, 

1955. Charge under the aforesaid section was framed against the accused , which  was  read 

over and explained to him, to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

 

3. I have heard the arguments advanced by Learned Counsels appearing for both sides. The 

prosecution in support of his case examined three witnesses namely Jayanta Bhuyan, the 

complainant (P.W1), Shri Krishna Kumar (P.W2) and Dayal Chandra Talukdar (P.W3). 

 

4. The accused was examined under section 313 C.r.P.C wherein he denied  all the allegations 

made against him and contended that he had been falsely implicated in this case as the 

articles were not seized from the canteen's kitchen rather it was seized from his room next to 

the kitchen. 

 
     Points for determination:- 

 A)  Whether the accused Sankar Sah, on 6.8.12 at about 7:20 P.M. was found 

unauthorizedly and illegally  possessing domestic  LPG cylinder connected with a rubber tube 

and domestic pressure regulator with a double burner stove in M/S Chitralekha canteen, being 

its manager and occupier and thereby  violating  clause 3(1)(c) of Liquified Petroleum Gas 

(Regulation of Supply and Distribution) Order, 2000 and thereby committing an offense 

punishable  U/S 7 of Essential Commodity Act, 1955? 

 

    5.    Discussion, Decision and Reasons thereof:-  

  Now let me discuss the evidence and materials available on record  to decide the point 



 

 

of determination. 

 

6.  PW1, Jayanta Bhuyan, the complainant  of this case had deposed in his testimony that on 

6.8.12, he along with Shri Rajeev Prakash Barua , A.D.C  and Sri  Dayal Talukdar, Sub 

Inspector, Food And Civil Supplies and Consumer Affairs carried a surprise raid to detect the 

illegal use of domestic LPG cylinder at hotels and restaurants of Dhekiajuli Town. During the 

course of their raid, they have visited M/S Chitralekha canteen, situated at Thakurbari beside 

NH-52 and found one domestic LPG cylinder connected with a rubber tube and domestic 

pressure regulator with a double burner stove used for cooking food items for selling at 

canteen. In this regard a written statement was recorded, from the manager Shri Sankar 

Sah, son of Ramdev Sah of Moinajuli, Dhekiajuli town. On weighing the cylinder, from net 12 

Kg LPG, contained in the cylinder as the domestic LPG cylinder cannot be used at hotels for 

commercial purpose. He was satisfied that Shri Sankar Sah had violated clause 3(1)(c) of 

Liquified Petroleum Gas (Regulation of Supply and Distribution) Order, 2000. Therefore he 

had seized  one domestic LPG cylinder, one domestic pressure regulator, one rubber tube  

and a double burner stove from the possession of Shri Sankar Sah in presence of witnesses. 

Seized commodities were kept under the zimma of Shri Krishna Kumar, an employee of M/S 

Dhekiajuli Indane Agency after executing proper zimmanama.  Later on, he had submitted 

detailed offence report to the Deputy Director, Food Civil Supplies and Consumer Affairs, 

Tezpur.  After getting the prosecution sanction accorded by Deputy commissioner, the case 

was sent to the Honorable Court for trial. 

 

  Exhibit-1  is the Offence Report. 

  Exhibit 1.1 is his signature. 

  Exhibit-2 is the Details Report. 

  Exhibit 2.1 is his signature. 

  Exhibit 3 is the seizure list. 

  Exhibit 3.1 is his signature. 

  Exhibit -4 is the zimmanama.  

  Exhibit 4.1 is his signature. 

  Material Exhibit-A Is The LPG Cylinder. 

  Material Exhibit- B Is The Domestic Pressure Regulator. 

  Material Exhibit-C Is One Rubber Tube. 

  Material Exhibit-D Is one Double Burner Stove. 



 

 

 

 

7.     PW2, Shri Krishna Kumar , had deposed in his testimony that Informant Jayanta  Bhuyan  

is known to him as  Inspector, Food And Civil Supply. He is working as  Manager of  Indane Gas 

Agency,  Dhekiajuli and at the time of incident he held  the same post. The incident took place in 

the month of August, 2012. He had seen  the accused in the court on that day. On the day of 

incident,  Inspector Jayanta  Bhuyan seized one gas cylinder, one domestic  regulator,  rubber tube 

(Suraksha)  and double burner stove  and handed zimma over the same to him in his office and 

 told the articles were seized from accused's hotel. At the time of taking zimma of  the 

seized articles, he had put his signature on the zimmanama. 

 

  Exhibit 4 is the zimmanama.  

  Exhibit 4.2 is his signature. 

  Material Exhibit-1 is one  domestic LPG Cylinder(12Kg) Indane. 

  Material Exhibit- 2 Is one Domestic Pressure Regulator. 

  Material Exhibit-3 Is One Rubber Tube. 

  Material Exhibit-4 Is one Double Burner Stove. 

 

           Material Exhibit from 1-4 were in his zimma. 

  

   During his cross-examination,  he stated that  he did not know who was the owner  of 

the accused's hotel named Chitralekha . He knew that the owner of hotel campus was Narayan 

Baruah . He did not know who ran the hotel. Narayan Baruah was working in a high post at 

SBI, Dhekiajuli Branch. He personally knew Narayan Baruah . The gas cylinder was  measured 

by the informant at the time of giving zimma and there was net 2 Kg and at the time of  taking 

zimma when he checked the weight, he also found net 2 kg . He was not given any slip 

regarding the weight of the gas cylinder. The informant went to his office at around 6.30-7.30 

and handed over the zimma of gas cylinder and other articles to him. He couldn't tell whether 

the hotel campus was filled with  people at that time . Other than the accused, there were 

other employees in the hotel campus. He did not know whether the employees of the hotel 

campus were literate or illiterate. He did not know whether Narayan Baruah had a personal 

chamber in the hotel campus and he also did not know whether he used gas cylinder in his 

personal chamber for personal use and he was not handed over zimma of gas book, so he 

couldn't tell in whose name the gas cylinder was booked. He couldn't tell whether the gas 



 

 

cylinder belonged to the accused or not. Jayanta Bhuyan told him that the gas cylinder  was 

seized from the accused  and handed over zimma to him but he hadn't seen the same. 

 

 

 

8.   PW3, Dayal Chandra Talukdar , had deposed in his testimony that he knew the 

 informant Jayanta Bhuyan. At the time of incident, he was working as Sub- Inspector 

 in Food And Civil Supply, Tezpur . Incident took place in the month of  August, 2012. The 

hotels and shops which were illegally using domestic gas  cylinder for  commercial purposes were 

raided by him, Inspector Jayanta Bhuyan  and A.D.C Shri Rajeev Prakash Baruah,  at Dhekiajuli. 

There they went to hotel  Chitralekha and found a kitchen room adjacent to the hotel and also 

found a  domestic cylinder  being  illegally used by the accused Sankar Sah, who was a cook 

 in the hotel.  Inspector Jayanta Bhuyan seized one domestic gas cylinder, one  regulator, one 

rubber tube and double burner stove  from his possession in their  presence. The owner of the 

hotel was present there but he did not know his name.  He saw the  seized articles in the court 

which was seized vide Exhibit-3 where   Exhibit 3(2) was  his  signature. Thereafter, they 

went to the office of the  Indane Gas Agency,  Dhekiajuli  and handed over the seized articles 

to the  manager Krishna Kumar.  

 

  During his cross-examination,  he stated that he had the power of inspection. On that 

day besides Chitralekha hotel,  he  also raided other hotels. The whole incident was not video 

graphed by them. He did not know Narayan Baruah to be  the hotel's owner and he personally 

did not know him. He went to  Chitralekha hotel in the evening time. He searched  for the 

hotel's owner  but could not find him. It is not a fact that he did not search for the hotel 

owner. There were  room's for the hotel's employees and personal room for the owner maybe. 

He had not seized any gas book from the accused. Commercial gas cylinder and Domestic gas 

cylinder are of different colours. Domestic gas cylinder is red in colour and commercial gas 

cylinder is blue in colour .The domestic gas cylinder might be used by the hotel employees for 

cooking their  food. He did not know whether the gas cylinder and other seized articles were in 

the name of the accused. He had measured the weight of the gas cylinder. He did not know 

whether any  weight measuring slip was given to Indane Gas Agency,  Dhekiajuli. When they 

went to the hotel there were many people and they interrogated  them. It is not a fact that 

they have not raided in a legal manner and not investigated in a proper way and falsely lodged 

the case against the  accused and let away the hotel owner deliberately . The witnesses was 



 

 

also  examined by the court in which he deposed that domestic  gas cylinder cannot be used 

inside hotel campus but they could use the same in their personal quarters. The domestic gas 

cylinder which they have seized was from a kitchen room in the hotel campus. 

 

9.         In order to arrive at a just decision, let us analyze the evidence of prosecution 

 witnesses and materials available on record. From  the evidence of PW.1,  it  transpires that 

he deposed of having raided the accused's hotel, namely, M/S  Chitralekha canteen along with ADC 

and Sub-Inspector, Food and Civil supply and  Consumer Affairs, Tezpur and seized one  domestic 

cylinder, rubber tube, domestic  pressure regulator, double burner stove and handed zimma over 

to the Manager of  the Indane Gas Agency, Dhekiajuli, Shri Krishna Kumar and that the  accused 

 contravened clause 3(1)(c) of Liquified Petroleum Gas (Regulation of Supply and 

 Distribution) Order, 2000 but he could not be cross-examined to test his veracity of  the 

deposition he made in his examination -in-chief, as he failed  to appear before  the Court and 

prosecution also failed to produce him after repeated issuance of  summons upon him and as the 

entire prosecution case regarding the seized   articles, actual owner of the hotel, to whom the 

seized articles actually belonged  remained not proved. 

 

 Now, from a  scrutiny of the evidence of PW.2, it is seen that he had no knowledge  as to 

who was the owner of Hotel Chitralekha nor he knew who ran  the hotel. If he  was present along 

with PW.1 and PW.3 at time of raid, he ought to have known  whether there were people in the 

hotel but he was unable to tell whether the hotel  campus was filled with people. He admitted of 

there being other employees apart  from the accused and his clear admission as regards to whom the 

domestic gas  cylinder belonged, as he had not seized any  gas book showing that the seized 

 domestic cylinder belonged to the accused Sankar Sah. It was narrated  to him by  the 

complainant that the domestic cylinder was  seized from the accused, which  raises doubt in the 

evidence adduced by him. 

  

  Lastly, from a scrutiny  of the evidence of  PW.3, it  transpires that he went a  step  further 

and stated that the owner of the hotel was present there at the time of  incident but he did not know 

his name which the other PW's had not mentioned.  The seizure of domestic cylinder from a 

kitchen adjacent to the hotel also  contradicts the statement of other PW's as none of them had 

deposed  the same  and it is observed from the evidence of PW.1 and PW.2,  no specific place was 

 mentioned by them and they had simply cited that PW.1 seized the articles from  the 

accused from the hotel. Now from his cross -examination, it appears that he  has contradicted his 



 

 

own statement of the presence of the hotel's owner in his  examination-in-chief and later on 

stating a different version as regards searching  for the hotel's owner. As he had not seized  any 

gas book, he was not in a position  to tell  to whom the domestic gas cylinder and other articles 

belonged. He has  admitted of many people present in the hotel at the time of making raid and he 

 also contented that  he had interrogated them but none of the people present in  the 

hotel had been cited as prosecution witnesses nor the complainant or the  prosecution made any 

effort to summon them as witness in this case in order to  corroborate the prosecution story. In order 

to bring out the truth, this court  examined PW.3 to which he stated although domestic gas 

cylinder  cannot be used  in hotels but  the same could be used by the employees in their personal 

quarters   for personal use. 

 

  Now from a careful perusal of the evidence of the prosecution witnesses and 

 materials available on record, it appears that although the place of seizure was a  hotel 

with people, as deposed by one of the prosecution witness, there should have  been availability of 

public witnessing the seizure of LPG cylinder,regulator, rubber  tube etc from the possession of the 

accused, but  the prosecution failed to bring  any such independent witness and most 

importantly, prosecution failed to bring  the complainant (P.W1) upon which the whole case 

rested and failure to cross- examine him proved fatal to the prosecution case. Moreover, the 

evidence of the  other prosecution witnesses not being found satisfactory and lacking  in material 

 aspects and lack of collaboration from any other independent and reliable  witness,  in a 

situation where availability of such witnesses was possible, the complainant's  (P.W1) and other 

witnesses (PW.2 and PW.3) cannot be believed in order to  come to a conclusion that the 

accused was guilty in respect of the commission of  the offence . 

 

 

 

 

 

ORDER 

 

10,   Upon consideration of the above discussion, I am of the considered view  that   the 

prosecution has  miserably  failed to establish the fact that the accused  Sankar Sah was the owner of 

Hotel Chitralekha in question at that relevant point of  time and was possessing the seized  LPG 

domestic cylinder, domestic pressure  regulator, rubber tube and a double burner stove and also 



 

 

used the same for  commercial purpose in the said hotel. Hence, the  prosecution having failed to 

 establish the guilt of the accused  beyond all reasonable doubt, the accused Sankar  Sah  is 

found not guilty and he is  acquitted from the accusations made against him  u/s. 7 of Essential 

 Commodity Act, 1955. Accused  Sankar Sah, is, hereby, set at  liberty forthwith. 

 

11.    The items, which are seized in connection with this case, be forfeited to the  state 

 Government as per section 7(1)(b) of Essential Commodity Act, 1955, in due  course. 
 

12. This case is disposed of on contest. 
 
 

13. Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this the 9th  day of April,2018. 

                                                   
                                                                                                                                 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

          Sumit Bhuyan 
     
                                                           SDJM(S), SONITPUR, TEZPUR) 

 
 
 
 
 

APPENDIX 
 

Prosecution Exhibits:  
  

  Exhibit-1  is the Offence Report. 

  Exhibit 1.1 is Jayanta Bhuyan's signature. 

  Exhibit-2 is the Details Report. 

  Exhibit 2.1 is Jayanta Bhuyan's signature 

  Exhibit 3 is the seizure list 

  Exhibit 3.1 is  Jayanta Bhuyan's  signature 

  Exhibit -4 is the zimmanama.  

  Exhibit 4.1 is Jayanta Bhuyan's signature.  



 

 

           Exhibit 4.2 is Krishna Kumar's signature. 

 
           Prosecution Witnesses: 
 

PW1, Jayanta Bhuyan 

 

          PW2, Shri Krishna Kumar  

 

          PW3, Dayal Chandra Talukdar  

 

Defense Exhibits: 
 

             None. 
 

Defense Witnesses: 
 

 None. 
 

            Material Exhibits: 
 

          Material Exhibit-A Is The LPG Cylinder 

           Material Exhibit- B Is The Domestic Pressure Regulator. 

  Material Exhibit-C Is One Rubber Tube. 

  Material Exhibit-D Is one Double Burner Stove. 

  

                                                                                     
                                  
 
                                                                    Sumit Bhuyan 
 
                                                  SDJM(S), SONITPUR, TEZPUR 

 

 

 


